When the going gets rough...

...Rodgard Runflat keeps you going!

Rodgard Runflat Systems
- Affordability
- Easy fitting
- Worldwide availability
- Most trusted Runflat
- Advanced material compounds

Lifesaving mobility

For further information on this product, visit www.tssh.com
Rodgard Runflat, when a flat tyre costs more than just money.

Time is money. In the Cash in Transit business, time standing still is more costly than just money, it’s life threatening. Installing Rodgard Runflat systems makes driving a CIT truck a little safer because it’s not dependent on inflated tyres.

**Security & Mobility**
The RODGARD system helps you drive the vehicle with one or more flat tyres. This eliminates the immediate need to change to a spare tyre and increases the mobility of the vehicle. Rodgard does not affect driving performance when it’s not in use.

**Leadership & Experience**
RODGARD tubeless Tyre Runflat Extended Mobility products, with 25 years of industry leadership, will help keep your vehicle moving after a flat tyre.

**Proven and Tested Performance**
RODGARD designs Runflat devices according to U.S. Army & NATO/FINABEL specifications. RODGARD has received TüV approval.

**Specifications**
Lightweight, polyester elastomer materials provide maximum protection from breakage following a ballistic attack. The proprietary material compound is strong enough to support the load of a fully armoured vehicle.

**Suitable for any wheel**
For tyre and wheel sizes from 14” rim diameter up to 22.5” rim diameter. RODGARD devices are easily fitted to standard production tyres and wheels.

**Respected Worldwide**
RODGARD products are selected by OEM’s and modification shops around the world. Armoured VIP limousines, cash-in-transit vehicles, armoured SUV’s, military and police vehicles trust on RODGARD for escape mobility after a flat tyre.

**Designed by Skilled Technicians**
Patent protected and engineered, to compensate for the smaller circumference of the Runflat device compared to the larger circumference of the tyre. The RODGARD system delivers improved handling, braking and acceleration with a deflated tyre.
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